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With the increasing market competition and rate of 
change, rnanaging inventaries as efficiently as possible is 
critical for organizations holding products for sale. 
The diversified patt.erns of demand and storage 
characteristics of the products require the inventory 
rnanagement systems to take into account the specificities of 
each product ar product line. 
Inventory management systems •.-ere developed in severa! 
environrnents, from t.he third generation languages handling 
transaction files to the database environments. 
iii 
Each approach has some good features, but also some 
shortcomings . The third generation languages are likely to 
provide good processing speed and an efficient use of 
hardware, but lack of flexibility and difficult maintenance 
are likely to be a problem. 
The database approach, requiring more hardware 
resources 1 may provi de data sharing across applications 1 in 
a much more flexible and maintainable envirorunent. However 1 
database applications may run at a very moderate speed, and 1 
in the specific case of inventory managernent 1 the product 
behavior type must be passed from .the data to the 
application 1 producing some lack of data independence. 
A model was developed to build ao inventory management 
system using the inheritance and incremental specialization 
concepts available in the object oriented paradigm. This 
approach should allow increased flexibility and 
expendability, s ince a new product may simultaneously 
inherit some data and behavior from an existing product and 
specialize some other data elements or behaviors . 
The actual implementation of the prototype was 
developeà in C++. It worked properly 1 executing the 
inheritance and incremental specialization as expected. 
However, the initial work to establish the base classes was 
i v 
s:.gni:icanc, leaving the suggestion that this approach is 
mcre applicable to mid size to large systems. 
Overall, the object oriented approach seemed to be a 
prornising solution for this kind of problem, specially for 
large systems. The current complexity of data management 
and instance identification might be solved by the 
developing object oriented databases. 
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I · INTRODUCTION · Inventory Deciaions Facing Different Item 
Behaviora 
In todays competi tive environment, where the rate of 
change keeps increasing, managing inventaries properly is 
critica! for organizations holding products for sale. 
The behavior of inventory items depends on the product 
features, the market environment, and the consumer attitudes 
and perception towards the product. 
Some product features influencing the inventory 
behavior are the life of the product and the technological 
obsolescence. Bread and vegetables, for example, have a 
short life - just some days · while house supplies may be 
sold over severa! years. In some products, like computers, 
VCRs, or televisions, the technological obsolescence may 
reduce the product value more than the physical 
deterioration. 
Other important product feature is the storage cost. 
Smaller items are likely to be less expensive to store, and 
items requiring special care are likely to be more expensive 
to store. For exarnple, storage cost of pets is 1 ikely to be 
a significant part of the cost structure of a pet shop. 
The market environment, as described by Michael Porte r 
competi tive analysis, may change the firm' s competi tive 
position related to a specific product or class of products , 
therefore affecting consumer behavior. For example, when a 
competitor begins offering a similar product to the sarne 
market or in the sarne region, the demand, even if formerly 
was behaving in a deferr ed sales basis 1 , is likely to begin 
behaving in a lost sales bas i s 1 . 
One other possible disturbance in the market 
environment may be the possible lack of suppliers or delay 
in supplies. In some circumstances, the supply of some items 
may be strongly reduced, or the waiting time for them 
increased. Very bad agricul tural years may redu c e the 
availability of produce or , when a car manufacturer produces 
a new very innovative model, dealers may have to wait a fair 
amount of time to get their orders satisfied. 
Even in regular circurnstances, some items have a 
systematic delay in delivecy . That happens when the supplier 
instead of stocking the item produces or orders it in a 
special arder basis . 
1 By deferred sales basis is meant that, if the customer 
searches for the item and it is out of stock, he is likely to wait 
for the stock to be renewed and, after that, buy the item at the 
sarne store. 
2 By lost sales basis it is meant thac, if the customer tries 
to buy an item out of stock, he would not wait and come back to buy 
it !ater. 
The consumer attitudes and perceptions about a product 
may define it as unique, and so accepting to wai t for it if 
it is out of stock - deferred sales - or as having 
substitutes. In the la ter case, the customer would not be 
likely to be willing to wait for the new stock . The consumer 
may also be more willing to buy that item in some occasions, 
producing seasonality . Toys are likely to sell much better 
in the pre-Christmas season than in other times of the year, 
and the sales of beer are likely to go up in the summer. 
Taking into account all these variables, inventory 
managers have to decide, within very short time frames, for 
each proàuct, when to place the order, and for how much 
quantity. The inventory manager also has to execute some 
product and supplier selection, but those decisions are 
outside the scope of this work . 
The major goal of this study would be to ascertain to 
what extend and in what ways may the Object Oriented 
analysis and programrning improve the inventory managernent 
performances in taking the forme r decisions. 
II - The Pormer IS Approaches 
The tradicional approach to invenc.ory management would 
be to use third generatian languages handling files. These 
files were nac. likely to be narmalized . The typical solutian 
would be to have a static file af products and a transaction 
file that would be runc. against the master (or static) file 
c.o determine the currenc. position and, evenc.ually, campuce 
the econamic arder quanc.ity for an arder in that product. 
This approach had a lack of flexibility and data 
independence. The lack af data norrnalizac.ion3 would produce 
add, update and deletian anomalies. The different fields of 
the files being likely c.o be defined by character counting 
and the lack of data normalization, would made data and 
programs c.ightly dependant on each other . That means thac. it 
·,.;ould be very difficult to use che existing data in new 
3 ay data nonnalization is meant that the files should respect 
the t.hird normal form rules . 
In arder c.o be in che fi r st normal forro, there shauld be no 
repecitive groups on the file. For the second normal forro it is 
required to be in the first normal form and co have no functional 
dependencies. Funccional dependencies are fields (attributes) that 
depend on only part of the composite key . In arder to be in the 
third normal forro, a file must be in the second normal forro and 
have no transitive dependencies, i . e . , no attributes depending an 
othe:::- attributes that are not part of the ke y. 
I am not inch:di:1g che Boyce-Codd normal forro and the Fifth 
normal form in this concept of data normalization. 
a:ç>plications, and that changes in the application could very 
easily require changes in the data files. 
Wi th the urge in the current business environment for 
data sharing across the com:ç>any, and the need for flexible 
solutions in arder to decide and act as speedy and accurate 
as possible , this kind of solution does not look like a very 
appropriate one . 
Th e traditional approach has, howeverl some good 
features . Comparing to relacional databases o r to obj ect 
oriented programming I third generation languages handling 
files are likely to require a srnaller amount of hardware 
resources, such like CPU s:ç>eed and capacity. One other 
advantage l in the perspective of sorne companies, is the fact 
that these systems are a l ready instal ledl so there is no 
irnplementation (investment} cost required to operate them . 
On the other hand, maintenance cost may be significant . 
More recently I relacional databases had been used to 
solve managerial problems using wide sets of data. This 
approach offers excellent sharing of data , since new 
applications may use the existing data very easily. 
The different items behavior is likely to be 
implemented by inclusion of flag attributes to define 
behavior. The applications, apare from the data, are likely 
to select the appropriate economic order quantity functions 
and procedures. However, the transfer of central 
information, in the form of a flag, from the data to the 
applications, produces some lack of independence between 
data and programs. 
III - The Object-Oriented approach 
The Object-Oriented {0-0) approach claims to provide a 
mechanism to better formalize a model of reality. Object-
Oriented methodologies allow for the construction of 
complex, inherently reusable systems . The 0-0 systems also 
have lower life-cycle costs due to increased programmer 
productivity and reduced maintenance. {LeClaire 1992) 
The 0-0 approach presents as distinguishing features 
the polymorphism, the encapsulation, the i nheritance, and 
the dynamic binding. 
Polymorphism allows different (and dissimilar) objects 
to be treated in a similar way, i. e ., to be sent the sarne 
message, once they have compatible protocols. 
Objects are identifiable entities that may be composed 
of data and behavior . So objects , as opposed to data, are 
noc inert matter. 
The object.s' behavior is defined by its own methods. 
once the object is sent a message, if the sender has the 
pe:mission to arder that message' s method, the method would 
be executed, acting the respective behavior. 
Obj ect communicati on is implemented by sending messages 
::o one another as a way of completing their tasks. 
Encapsulation is the objects ability to construct a 
protective barrier around thernselves, selecting which other 
objects or classes of objects a"re allowed to call which 
methods. 
Inheritance is the ability to receive data and 
behavioral information from the more general classes . Once a 
class is a subclass of some other superclass, the attributes 
and the methods of the superclass are inherited by the 
subclass. This builds an inheritance hierarchy. 
The inheritance of the more general data items and 
behaviors, and the inclusion of the more detailed iterns in 
the subclasses builds an incremental specialization through 
the hierarchy tree. 
Inheritance produces incremental specialization, down 
the hierarchy tree, frorn superclasses to subclasses . To 
document inheritance and incremental specialization , the 
graph number III . 1 was created . 
Instances of the classes Al or A2 (subclasses) include 
che data icem Ah and the methods Alpha () and Beta () 
inherited from the superclass A. 
III . 1 -lnheritance and Incremental Specialization 
(Conceptual example) 
Class A (Superclass) 
Attributes: 
- AA 
M ethods : 
- virtual Alpha() 
- e ta () 
J 
I I 
Class A 1 (Subclass) Class A2 (Subcl ass) 
Attribu tes : Attributes : 
-AA 1 - AA2 
M eth ods : M etho ds: 
- virtual Alpha() 
- virtu al Alpha() 
- Garnn(l 
- Sigma() 
Instances of the class Al have the additional data item 
ltAl and the additional method Gama(}, as well as instances 
of the class A2 have the additional data item A2 and the 
additional method Sigma() . 
The method A: :Alpha(), method Alpha as defined in class 
A, is redefined or overridden in the subclasses by methods 
with the sarne name. 
Dynamic binding is the flexible behavior and high 
expendability resulting from inheritance, polymorphism, and 
encapsulation. 
Some problems pointed to the 0-0 approach are the high 
leve! of abstraction, some diversity of terrninologies, and 
not to rnany efficient implementations already running. 
One other possible problem, if object-oriented 
applications may not easily access database inforrnation 
retrieving it into instances of the 0-0 classes (using 
embedded SQL commands, for example), is data sharing 
limitations. 
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IV - A generic Objec t-Oriented (0-0) Model 
Developing a generic 0-0 model, correspondences between 
classes and groups of items should be found. 
The classes considered were the following: 
- Generic product: Defines the data and behavior of the 
products following the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) as 
defined by the Wilson model ; 
- Quantity discounts : Thís class stores the percentage 
of discount and the minirnum arder required to access the 
àiscount for a certain proàuct . It interacts with the 
virtual function• EOQ ( l to find the optimum quantity to be 
ordered; 
- Certain demand : Virtual class~ to classify the 
products as opposed to uncertain dernand products; 
- Uncertain demand : Class to store the attributes 
defining the distribution of demand, such as expected value 
~ By virtual function it is meant that, if the function exists 
in the subclass of the acting object, the function in the subclass 
overrides the function in the superclass, so the subclass behavior 
is implemented , even if the pointer calling the function points at 
the superclass component of a subclass instance. 
By obj ect is meant a particular instance of a class. 
~ A virtual class is a class that does not store data or 
implement new or specialized methods . The purpose of this type of 
classes is to organize Lhe class àiagram, and very often, they may 
be omitted, improving perfonnance. 
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and standard devi ation. :'his class could have subclasses 
implementing EOQ models :ar each specific statistical 
distribution. The subclasses would store as data iterns the 
parameters not included in the superclasses; 
- Stable demand: Vi:-tual classes to classify the 
products as opposed to seasonal demand products; 
12 
- Seasonal demand: Class to specify seasonality 
factors, such as seasonality type, which may be additive or 
multiplicative, seasonality period, i.e., 4 quarters, 12 
months, 54 weeks, 365 days , etc., and the seasonality 
factors for each period; 
- Backlogged demand: Class to implement the ability to 
backlog orders. 
The refined generic 0-0 rnodel was derived removing the 
virtual classes from the 0-0 model. 
Incremental specialization, as defined in chapter III, 
is clear in this model since che subclasses detail the àata 
and behavior of the superclasses. 
Data is widely inhe!'ited through the class hierarchy. 
All subclasses inherit t~e daca attributes of the generic 
product, as well as some of the functions. 
Most of the functio:1s are virtual functions, so they 
are likely to be overridden by functions with the sarne name 
(protocol) in the subclasses . 
V. 1 - A gene ri c 0-0 model 
Class hierarchy 
V. 2 - Refined gene ri c 0-0 model 
I Generic I 
Product I I Quantity J 
--4-- D"""""" 
V .3 - A generic 0-0 model 
(lnheritance and Incremental Specialization) 
Generic Product 
Attributes: 
- Description - Annual demand 
- Cost - Ordering cost 
- Ouantity in stock 
- Holding cost 
- Unit - Leading time 
Methods: 
v irtual EOQ() 
vi rtu al ORDER() 
virtua l AHO() 
A 
I I 
Backlogged Products Seazonal demand 
Attributes: Attributes: 
- Backlogging cost - Seazonality type 
- Seazonality period 
- Seazonality factors 
Note: The virtual functions are overriden by 
similar functions in the subclasses 
Quantity discounts 
Attributes: 
- Percent of discount 
-Base order 
Methods: 
Disc lot cost() 
l 
Uncertain demand 
Attributes: 
- Expected value 
- Standard deviation 
V - 0-0 Model for a Subset of the Situations 
. The O- O diagram 
This 0-0 diagram was developed to demonstrate the use 
of the inheritance and incremental specialization concepts 
in inventory rnanagement . T'nese concepts were discussed in 
the description of the Object Oriented approach. 
The Generic product (Gen_product) superclass stores the 
data and functionality typical of products following the 
Wilson' s model assumptions and the data and functionality 
gene r i c to all products . 
The Back_product subclass specifies the data and 
behavior needed to manage products with backlog and inherits 
all the other data members and functions of the Gen_product 
superclass . It has a new data member which is the cost of 
backlogging. 
The Gen_product class defines a set of data members, 
which are : 
pDescription - Narne o r description of the product; 
pUnit - Unit of the product. All values are defined per 
product unit, i . e ., cost per unit, number of units to order, 
etc; 
pNwnber - Product number or identifier; 
pCosc - Acquisition cose of one unit of the product; 
pStock - Quantity in stock at the current time . 
Assuming no backlogged orders this value may not be 
negative ; 
pDemand - Quantity demanded per time period6 , one year, 
for example ; 
pOrder_cost - Cost of issuing an arder for the product; 
pHold_cost - Cost of holding one unit of the product 
during one period; 
pSavety - Minimurn level of stock during any cycle. The 
new arder should arrive when the stock reaches this level; 
pinOrder - Quantity of the product ordered but not 
received yet; 
pLead - Fraction of the period happening between the 
issuance of the arder and the reception of the merchandise. 
6 In arder co have the functions operating properly, a period, 
as a stable arnount of time, must be defined . Usually, che perioà 
is likely to be one year, but it may be a monch, a semester, etc. 
The important point is that che period considered must be 
consistent in all values . 
For exarnple, if the period taken ince account for the 
estimation of demand is one year, the fraction of leading time must 
be computed as leading time as a fraction of one year. 
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. The functionality - Gen_product superclass 
A set of constructors, destructors, overloaded 
operators and retrieve and update functions for the data 
members are defined in the programs, but due to the 
technical character of these functions, they are discussed 
in the C++ implementation seccion. 
A set of virtual functions is defined to provide the 
functionality needed to execute the inventory rnanagement. 
The use of virtual functions provide easier incremental 
specialization, as discussed in the C++ implementation 
section. 
These are: 
sal e (int quantity) - Receives as a parameter the 
amount sold and deducts it from the stock . If the quantity 
sold is greater than the existing stock, an errar message is 
displayed and the sal e is canceled . Since this function is 
virtual, it rnay be easily overridden by new functions in the 
subclasses to allow for new actions or different behavior in 
the subclasses . One example is in the Back_product 
subclass, where the sal e (int quantity) function allows for 
sales beyond the current level of stock (backlogged sales). 
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This function also calls the arder ( ) function which 
testes if a new arder should be issued due to the lower 
leve! of stock; 
- supply (int quantity) - Receives the quantity 
delivered as parameter and updates the quantity in stock and 
tbe pending orders . I f t he pending orders are not enough to 
support the whole suppl y , a zero is stored in the pending 
orders data member; 
- display (void7 ) const' - Displays all the relevant 
information of the product . All data members are displayed 
as well as the results of some member functions, as the 
economic arder quantity, and the arumal holding coses. This 
function is virtual in arder to be easily overridden by 
similar functions in the subcl asses displaying all details 
of the specific products (Incremental specialization); 
1 A function receiving "void " as parameter is a function that 
needs no parameter at all . 
Void is a way of stating that that function receives no 
parameter and no mistake was dane on forgetting to type in the 
parameters. 
1 A "const" function is a function that does not change the 
object in any way. For example, the display () function displays 
the object but does not change the status of any data member, so it 
is a "const " function. 
"Const" may also be used as a parameter qualifier, but in that 
situation it means that che parameter is not changed when used in 
the function. 
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- eoq (void) canse - :amputes the Economic Order 
Quaotity {EOQ) according :.o the Wilson Model and returns ics 
value ; 
- arder (void) - Chec!cs if an arder should be issued at 
the current level of stoc:-c. In arder to do that, this 
function takes into account the current stock, the quantity 
in pending arder, the safety level of stock, the leading 
time, and the estimated quantity demanded by period. If a 
new arder should be issued, this function calls the eoq () 
function to compute the aoount to arder and adds the 
quantity ordered to the pending orders. If the system would 
be connected to an automa!:ic ordering system, this function 
would call the arder issuance and sending9 functionality. 
This function is also a virtual function to allow for easier 
incremental specializationi 
- aho (void) const - This virtual function computes and 
retu:!:"nS the annual inventory costs of this product . These 
coses, in the Wilson Model, include the ordering costs, and 
the costs of holding the merchandise. In more complex 
models, some other costs may need to be taken into account, 
but c.he function may be overridden by specialized functions. 
9 The technology recommenâed for arder issuance and sending 
would be the use of a faxboard. With that technology, no hurnan 
effort would be required to send an arder, the system would know 
the faxnu.."":'\ber of the supplier and fax the arder to him. 
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. Tbe functionality - Back_product subclass 
The Back_product subclass inherit.s most of t.he data and 
functionality from the Gen_product superclass _ 
Data mernbers like pNumber, pCost, pStock, pDemand, 
pOrder_cost, pHold_cost, pinOrder, and pLead are simply 
inherited from the superclass. 
The retrieve and update functions for the data members 
of the superclass and the superclass function supply ( int 
quantity) are also inherited from the superclass. 
Some ocher functions, existing in the superclass, are 
overridden to specialize the behavior of the backlogged 
products. 
These are: 
- sale (int quantityl - In the backlogged products 
subclass, since backlogging is allowed, it is possible to 
sell beyond the stock leve!, so the sal e (int quantity) 
method does not check for negative stocks; 
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- display (void) - The specialized display function 
displays also the new data member back_cost 10 and the 
results of the function dif (void) which returns the quantity 
to be backlogged in each cycle; 
- eoq(void) - Adjusts the Wilson's Economic Order 
Quantity to the possibility of backlogging orders, taking 
into account the cost of backlogging; 
- arder {void) - Checks whether ar not an arder should 
be placed at the current level of stock . This function 
takes into account the stock level, the quantitY in pending 
orders, the optimal quantity to be backlogged (rnethod 
dif (void)), the leading time and the demand per period. If 
an arder should be placed, it calls the eoq (void) function 
and adds the Economic Order Quantity to the pending orders . 
Just like the equivalent function in the superclass, if 
there would be an automatic ordering systern, this function 
should execute the arder; 
aho (voidl · Computes the global inventory costs 
taking also into account the backlogged products and 
respective backlogging costs . 
1° Cost of backlogging one unit of the product for the next 
cycle, i.e., cost of supplying the item to the customer not with 
stock of the currenc inventory (since we are out of stock) but with 
stock to be received in the next delivery from ou r supplier. 
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Two new virtual functicns are added to the generic 
product. These are the opti.:nal amount of deferred sales per 
cycle (dif (void)), and the rr.aximum leve! of stock 
(rnaxStk (void)) 
Sorne new member functioos are required for the 
operation of the subclass . These are the constructors, 
destructors and overloaded equal operator of the 
Back_product class, as well as the cost of backlogging 
retrieve and update functions. These functions will be 
discussed in the next section due to its technical 
character. 
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VI - I.m:plementation in C++ 
This section discusses physical issues of the current 
implementation. 
These are the file organizacion, constructors, 
destructors, overloaded equal operators, the product link 
list, the data members update and retrieve functions, and 
the implications of the use of virtual functions . 
. File orga.nization 
This program is organized as a C++ project . The 
project compiles and links three main files. 
These are : 
- InvModel. cpp - Prompts the menu c.o the use r and calls 
the methods defined in the classes. If adding new 
subclasses this file may need to be changed to prompt the 
user the appropriate questions and options ; 
- Gen~Prod . cpp - Defines the methods inherent to 
generic products . This rnethods roay be inherited by 
specialized kinds of products, without any change in this 
file. 
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Strings. cpp - oe:ines the mechods operating on the 
string class. By includ:.:Jg this file, string input, output 
and severa! other operar:ions on strings may be dane by 
calling a function or using an overloaded operator, what 
gets string management :asier; 
Bac_Prod . cpp - This file, specializing the behavior 
of the Gen_product class, was included to docurnent the 
abilities of inheritance and incremental specialization. 
This file contains the methods operating on the Back_product 
class that differ from che methods used by the Gen_product 
class. The methods c.ha: do not differ from the Gen_product 
class (superclassl are :.nherited from the superclass . 
The project also includes some header files 11 • 
These are : 
- Gen_Prod.h Heaêer file with the String and 
Gen_product classes declarations, as well as the Boolean and 
Relational enumerations _ 
- Bac_Prod . h Heaàer fil e corresponding to the 
Bac_Prod.cpp file. In :.his header file the Gen_product 
class and its data mernbers and methods are declared. 
11 Header files are files t hat declare the classes, its data 
members and methods _ By read:.:1g the header file, it is possible to 
roughly understanà the behav:. :~ r of the class _ 
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Const.ructors 
Each time an instance of a class is created, the 
constructor for that class must be activated. The 
Gen_product and the Back_product classes have two kinds of 
constructors. 
The first constructor, builds the instance from 
scratch, i . e., receives a set of character pointers and 
numbers and builds a new instance of the class . Since 
default values are defined in the declarationS· in the header 
files, if the number of parameters used when calling the 
constructor is not enough , the default values are used. 
Taking the lack of pararneters in the function call to an 
extreme, if the constructor would be called without any 
parameter, an empty instance would be created with all 
numeric data members set to zero. 
The second constructor is a copy constructor. It 
recei ves as parameter the reference of another instance of 
the sarne type and replicates it. This constructor is not 
being used in the InvModel.cpp cede, but it may be useful to 
support further functionality . 
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When a construccor of a subclass is called, it calls 
the constructor of the superclass, creating a composed 
ins;:.ance, i. e. , an instance that has a subclass component 
and a superclass component. The existence of these two 
components creates the possibility of having two different 
addresses , and, consequently the possibility of pointers 
with different values, to the sarne instance of the class. 
One would be the pointer to the superclass component and the 
other the pointer to the subclass component. 
The Gen_product constructors add the product instance 
to a two-way link list. This link list is not used by the 
cur::-ent inventory rnanagement module (InvModel) but it may be 
use:ul for possible extensions . 
. Des tructo ra 
As well as the construc t ors , the e x ecution of a 
subclass destructor activates the supercl ass destructor to 
destroy the superclass component of the object . So, when 
c.he Back_producc destructor is activated, it destroys the 
sub::lass component of che object and calls the Gen_product 
des;:ructor to destroy the superclass component of the object 
and updat:e the Gen_product link list. 
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. Overl oade d e qua l operato r s 
C++ allows to overload operators for user defined 
classes. The equal (::) operator does not k.now how to behave 
towards instances of Strings , Gen_products, or 
Back_Products, so, if we want to assign the values of an 
instance of one of these classes to another instance of the 
sarne class , we must redef ine, i.e . overload, the equal 
operator. 
So, the overloaded equal oper ators are a redefinition 
of the equal operator to hand le instances of these classes. 
Once the equal operator is overloaded, the behavior 
produced by the operator (=) depends on the class of the 
instances being assigned . If t h e i n stances are integers or 
floats , a sirnple copy of t he nurnber is executed, if the 
instances are instances of t he user defined classes with 
overloaded equal operators , che behavior (data members to be 
assigned) is defined by the user . 
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. The product link list 
A two-way link list is maintained by the constructors 
and destructors . The static components12 of the link 1 ist 
are a pointer to the first instance and a pointer to the 
last instance. 
The non - static components, components depending on each 
particular instance, are the pointer to the previous 
instance and the pointer to the next instance. In the 
extremes these pointers my have NULL values .· 
. Tbe data member s update and r etrieve fun c t ions 
Since the data mernbers are private attributes of the 
obj ect, they may not be accessed by other obj ect' s methods. 
To give access to other object, a public function must be 
defined, and the kind of access granted is the actions 
allowed by the function . 
12 Static members of a class are members that: are unique for 
the whole class, they do not depend on t:he different class 
instances . 
Static data members, as the pointer to the first instance and 
the pointer to the last instance exist: at the level of the class, 
each instance does not: hold ar own them. 
Static member functions are functions t:hat operate with no 
specific instance, so they do not require the reference or pointer 
to a specific instance to be activated. 
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This procedure is an example of dynamic binding. The 
private members, which are not accessible by default, may be 
accessed (retrieved or updated) by object member functions 
created with the purpose of allowing these transactions. 
The retrieve and update funccions, for a specific data 
member , have the sarne name, they just differ in the "const" 
qualifier (discussed earlier} and in the parameters 
received. 
The retrieve functions are "const", i . e . they do not 
change the object, and receive no parameter . The update 
functions may not be "const", since they update the object, 
and receive the new value of the data member as parameter . 
. Implications of the use of virtual functions 
As discussed before, inheritance allows subclasses to 
inherit data mernbers and methods from the superclasses and, 
the existence of a superclass component and a subclass 
component of the sarne object, allows the object to be 
referenced or pointed to with t wo different addresses, the 
address of the superclass component, o r the address of the 
subclass component. 
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If the current object13 :..s an instance of a subclass 
and there are methods in bot:J. the subclass and the 
superclass with the sarne narr.-e, returning a value or 
reference of the sarne class, and using the sarne pararneters, 
the compiler has to decide which method to execute, the 
superclass method o r the subclass method. 
In this situation , if the current pointer or reference 
points to the subclass component of the object 14 , the 
subclass method is going to be executed. 
If the pointer or reference points to the superclass 
component of the object, the decision depends on whether or 
not the function is a virtual function. In the case of a 
virtual function, even if the pointer being used points to 
the superclass component of a subclass obj ect, the- subclass 
method is executed . If the function is not virtual, the 
superclass method is executed . 
The use of virtual functions enhances the incremental 
specialization abilities. For exarnple, the set of pointers 
to Gen_products in the link list, may call the sarne method 
13 The current obj ect is the obj ect pointed by the pointer o r 
reference used to access the method . 
14 Instances of the subclasses have a subclass component and an 
inherited superclass component. So, it is possible to point to the 
object by pointing to one compone:1t o r to the other. 
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: c = each product (eoq(), for examp:e ) and the virtual 
feature of this function allows each product to behave 
according to its subclass method. 
C++ allows the use of pure virtual functions. These 
functions not only give priority to subclass methods, but 
also require any defined subclass co redefine the function. 
In this case, the subclasses are not alloweõ to simply 
inherit the method from the superclass. 
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VII · Concluaions 
The development of this prototype gave evidence to some 
good and some not so good features of C++, and, in some way 
of the obj ect oriented approach. 
The convenience of inheritance and incremental 
specialization seems very real, especially in large or 
growing systems . The ability to inherit data and methods 
and to specialize them suggests a more effective 
expendability and maintenance . 
On the other hand, for srnall systems, or for systems 
where expendability does not seem to be required, the 
initial efforts of declaring classes, constructors and 
destructors have a doubtful payback. The cost of developing 
a small system in conventional third generation languages 
seerns to be lower, and the benefits, if expendability is not 
an issue, are likely to be similar. 
One ot.her is sue is the data management difficulty. C++ 
pointers and references as the major data management 
and inscance identification cool. The possibility of 
pointers with different values pointing at different 
co:nponencs of the sarne object further complicates the use of 
po:.m:.ers already noc easy to learn co junior prograrnmers. 
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Comparing the difficul~y and technical nature of the 
use of pointers and references with the much more 
understandable data management techniques of the relational 
model, in a real inventory management systems development, I 
would be likely to chose to develop this kind of package in 
a relacional database due to the heavy data use and the 
irnportance of data sharing. 
To solve the data rnanagement difficulties, new object 
oriented databases are being developed based _on the object 
oriented languages. Examples are Gemstone, based on 
Smalltalk, VBase, based on C++, and others. 
Overall, the C++ implementation of the Object- Oriented 
approach, seemed to be conceptually very valuable and well 
structured. At the data management level, it seems to me 
that some improvement could be done towards getting simpler 
and more natural ways of storing, retrieving and identifying 
instances. Actually, the new Object-Oriented databases are 
evolving towards solving the data management is sues. 
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I* 
Program : INVMODEL. CPP 
Author : Antonio MP Reis 
Date : April , 20, 1993 
Purpose : Run the varíous inventory rnodels 
* I 
#include <iostream . h> 
#include "c : \trab\thesis\gen_orod . h" i 
#include "c : \trab\thesis\bac_prod . h " i 
int menu {void) 
int selection ; 
do 
cout R\n\tOptions:\n" 
"\t\t(l)\tAdd new product " 
"\n\t\t (2) \tGet product inforrnation" 
" \n\t \ t (3) \ tExecute sal e \ n\ t \ t ( 4) \ tAccept supply " 
"\n\t\t (5) \cCheck EOQ " 
"\n\t\t{6)\;:Update product data" 
"\n\n\t\t (7) \tQuit\n\t\t"; 
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c i:-. >> seleccion; 
while (selection < 1 t: selection > 7) ; 
recurn (selection); 
void runMenu(Gen_product *aProduct) 
int selection, quantity; 
do 
selection = menu (); 
s witch (selectionl 
case 1: 
cout << "\n\nNot dane yet - This version may " 
<< "handle only one product\n" ; 
break; 
case 2 : 
aProduct- >display () ; 
break; 
case 3 : 
cout << "\n\nE:::.ter nwnber of units sold\n"; 
cin >> quantity; 
aProduct->sale quancicy); 
aProduct- >disp:..ay () ; 
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break; 
case 4: 
cout << "\n\nEnter number of units received\n"; 
cin >> quantity; 
aProduct->supply {quantity); 
aProduct- >display {) ; 
break; 
case 5: 
cout << "\n\n\tThe Economic Order is\t" << 
aProduct->eoq() << '\n'; 
break; 
case 6 : 
cout "\n\nNot dane yet"; 
} ; 
while (selection ! = 7); 
return; 
main() 
char aString [20] ; 
int aCost, aStock, aDemand, aOrder_cost, aHold_cost, 
aSafety; 
int aBack_cost; 
float aLead; 
Gen_product *aProduct; 
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cout << "\n\n\cEnter the p::-oõuct name 
cin >> aString ; 
cin . ignore () ; 
String aDescription (aStri ng) ; 
- \ t"; 
cout << "\n\tEoter the proàucc unit . . . \t"; 
cin >> aString ; 
·cin . ignore () ; 
String aUnit (aStri ng) ; 
cout << "\n\tEnter the product cost 
- - \t"; 
cin >> aCost ; 
cout << "\n\tEnter the product current stock . \t"; 
cio >> aStock ; 
cout << "\n\tEnter t he cost of backlogging\t 11 
"\n\t (Zero if backlogging is impossible) . . \t"; 
cin >> aBack_cost ; 
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if (aBack_cost 0) 
cout "\n\tEnter the safety level of stock .. \t"; 
cin >> aSafety; 
cout << "\n\tEnter the product demand per period .\t"; 
c in > > aDemand; 
cout << " \n\tBnter the cost of placing an arder . \t"; 
cio >> aOrder_cost ; 
cout "\n\tEnter the holding cost 
n\n\tper product/period 
cio aHolâ_cos;:.; 
cout "\n\tEnter the lead time " 
. \t"; 
"\n\t:.as a fraction of period ... \t "; 
cio >> aLead; 
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if (aBack_cost == O) 
aProduct = new Gen_product (aDescription , 
aUnit, aCost , aStock, aDemand, aOrder_cost, aHold_cost, 
aLead, aSafety); 
else 
aProduct = new Back_product (aDescription, 
aUnit, aCost, aStock, aDemand, aOrder_cost, aHold_cost, 
aLead, O, O, aBack_cost) ; 
aProduct- >display () ; 
runMenu (aProduct) ; 
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/ * 
Program: GKN _ PROD. CPP 
Author : Antonio MP Reis 
Date : Apríl , 20 , 1993 
Purpose : Supporting the general p r oduct behavior 
* I 
#include "c : \trab\thesis\gen_prod . h" 
Gen_product *Gen_product: : firstProd; 
Gen_product *Gen_product : : lastProd ; 
Gen_product : : Gen_product (const char *aDe scription , const 
char *aUnit , con st int acost., const int aStock , const int 
aDemand, const i nt aOrder_cost , const int aHold_cost, const 
float aLead, const int aSafety, const i n t aninOrder) 
pDescription (new String (aDescr iption)) , 
pUnit {n e w String (aUnit)) , 
pCost {aCost), 
pStock (aStockl , 
pDemand (aDemand) , 
pOrder_cost (aOrder_costl, 
pHold_cost (aHold_cost), 
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pLead (aLead), 
pSafety (aSafety) , 
pinOrder (aninOrder) 
if (firstProd (Gen_product *) NULL) 
else 
firstProd "" this; 
lastProd "" this; 
pNumber = l; 
pNurnber = lastProd- >pNumber + 1; 
lastProd- >nextProd = this; 
prevProd lastProd; 
lastProd this; 
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Gen_product: : Gen_product (const Gen_product &aProduct) 
pDescription (new String ( *aProduct .pDescription)) , 
pUnit(new String(*aProduct.pUnit)) 
1 I Build from existing Product 
pCost = aProduct.pCost; 
pStock = aProduct.pStock; 
pDemand = aProduct.pDemand; 
pOrder_cost = aProduct.pOrder_cost; 
pHold_cost = aProduct.pHold_cost; 
pLead = aProduct .pLead; 
pSafety = aProduct. pSafety; 
pinOrder = aProduct. pinOrder; 
pNurnber = lastProd->pNumber + 1; 
lastProd- >nextProd = this; 
prevProd = Gen_product: :lastProd; 
lastProd this; 
Gen_product:: -Gen_product (void) 
if {firstProd this) 
firstProd = nextProd; 
nextProd- >prevProd = (Gen_product *) NULL; 
else 
if (lastProd this) 
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lastProd == prevProd; 
prevProd- >nextPr od (Gen_product *)NULL; 
else 
nextProd- >prevProd prevProd; 
prevProd- >nextProd next Prod ; 
delete pDescription; 
delete pUnit ; 
Gen_product &Gen_product : : operator "'(const Gen_product 
&aProduct) I I Assign Product 
*pDescription = *aProduct . pDescription; 
*pUnit = *aProduct . pUni t ; 
pCost = aProduct . pCost ; 
pStock == aProduct . pStock; 
pDemand = aProduct . pDemand; 
pOrder_cost "' aProduct . pOrder_cost; 
pHold cost = aProduct . pHold cose; 
- -
pLead = aProduct . p L ead ; 
pSafety = aProduct . pSafety ; 
pinOrder = aProduct .pinOrder; 
return (*this);} 
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String &Gen_product: : description(void) const // Returns a 
I I pointer to the product description 
return ( *pDescription) ; 
String &Gen_product: :unit (void) const 
return (*pUnit); 
String &Gen_product : :description (const char *aDescription) 
return ( *pDescription String (aDescription)) ; 
String &Gen_product: :unit (const char '*aUnit) 
return(*pUnit String{aUnit)); 
int Gen_product:: cost {void) const 
return (pCost) ; } 
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int Gen_product: :stock() const 
return (pStock); 
int Gen_product :: demand(voià) const 
r eturn (pDemand) ; 
int Gen_product : : order_cost(void) const 
return {pOrder_cost); 
int Gen_product : : number{voi d) const 
return (pNumber) ; 
int Gen_product : : safety (v oid) const 
return (pSafety) ; 
int: Gen_product:: inOrder (voidl const 
return (pinOrder) ; 
int Gen_product : : hold_cost (void) const 
return (pHold_cost); 
float Gen_product : : lead (void) const 
return (pLead); 
int Gen_product : : cost(int price) 
pCost = price; 
return (pCost); 
int Gen_product:: stock ( int quantity) 
pStock = quantity ; 
return (pStock) ; 
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int Gen_product : : àemand(int quantityl 
pDernand = quantity; 
return (pDemand); 
int Gen_product : :order_cost (int amount) 
pOrder cost = amount; 
return (pOrder_cost) ; 
int Gen_product: :safety(int quantity) 
pSafety = quantity; 
return (pSafety); 
int Gen_product::inOrder(int quantity) 
pinOrder = quantity ; 
return (pinOrder) ; 
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int Gen_product : : hold_cost (int amount) 
pHold _c os t = amount i 
return (pHold_cost); 
float Gen_product: :lead(float days) 
pLead "" days ; 
return (pLead) i 
ostream &Gen_product: :display() const 
return (cout << "\n\n\tProduct Number: \t" << pNumber 
"\n\tProduct Description\t\t" << 
*pDescription 
"\n\n\tCosL\t\t\t" « pCost 
"\tDemand per period\t " pDemand 
"\n\tOrdering cost\t\t" pOrder cost 
"\tCurrent stock\t\t"<< pStock 
"\n\tHolding cost\t\t" << pHold_cost 
"\tSafety stock\t\t" << pSafety 
"\n\tEconomic Order Quantity " << eoq() 
"\tQuantity in Order\t'' << pinOrder 
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"\n\tAnnua:. inventory coscs\t" << aho() 
"\tLeading time\t\t" << pLead << a\ n" ) ; 
int Gen_product:: sale (int quantity) 
if (quantity > pStock) 
cout 11 \n\tMay not sell merchandise not in stock\n"; 
return (pStock) ; 
pStock 
arder(); 
quantity; 
recurn (pStock) ; 
int Gen_product: :supply(int quantity) 
pStock +• quantity; 
pinOrder -= quantity; 
if (pinOrder <= O) 
pinOrder = O; 
recurn (pStock) ; 
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int Gen_product::eoq() consL 
return (sqrt(2 * pDemand * pOrder_cost I pHold_cost)); 
int Gen_product::order() 
if (pStock + pinOrder - pSafety <= pLead * pDemand) 
cout << "\n\tPlacing and arder of " << eoq() << 
"\n"; 
pinOrder += eoq () ; 
return (pinOrderl ; 
int Gen_product: :aho() const 
return (2 * pOrder_cost * pDemand * pHold_cost) ; 
ostream &operator << (ostream &anOstream, const String 
&aString) 
return(anOstream aString characterString) ; 
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/* 
*I 
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Function: ostrearn &ope:-acor 
<< (ostrearn &,canse Gen_producc &aProduct) 
Purpose: Send the given Product instance to the given 
output stream 
ostream &opera cor << (ostream &anOstream, const Gen_product 
&aProduct) 
return(anOstrearn << aProduct . pNumber << ' ' << 
*aProduct. pDescription) ; 
Gen_product: : liscProducts (void) 
int count "' O; 
Gen_product *aProduct; 
if (firstProd == (Gen_product *)NULL) 
return ( count) ; 
aProduct "' firstProd; 
whil e (aProduct !:: (Gen_product '*)NULL ) 
cout << aProduct- :::oàisplay (); 
aProduct = aProducc- >nextProd; 
return(countl; 
/* 
* I 
Program: 
Author: 
STRINGS. CPP 
Dr . Brian Le Claire 
This code was adapted by Antonio MP Reis 
from the "C_EX_09 . CPP " file provided to the 
students of t h e 216-746 course at UWM 
(Spring 1 99 2 ) 
Purpose : Supporting the Stri ng c l ass 
#include "c : \trab\thesis\gen_prod . h" 
static char duromyCharacter = '\0 ' ; 
size_t String: : constructFrom (const char *aString) 
size_t characterCount strlen (aString); 
if {characterString ! = aString) 
if(characterStrin g ! = (char *)NULL) 
delete characterString; 
characcerString = new char [characterCount + 1}; 
strcpy (characte r St ring , aString); 
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return (characterCount) ; I I Answer size 
Relatio:1al String : : compare (canse String &aString) const 
int result strcmp(characterString, 
aString. characterString); 
if (result) 
if (result < O) 
return (lessThan); 
return (greaterThan); 
recurn (equalTo); 
I I Non- zero for < or > 
I I Less than if < O 
I I Greater than if>O 
I I Equal to if o 
String: :String () characterString ( (char *) NULL) 
I* 
constructFrom ("" l ; I I Build from empty character array 
Function: String(const char *) 
Purpose: This constructor builds a String based on a c 
character array 
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String :: String {const char ..-a_s:.r ing) : charact:.erSt ring ( (char 
*I NULL) 
constructFrom(aString); I I Build from character array 
String: :String(const String .ia.String ) 
characterString ( {char *)NULL) 
constructFrom (aString. cb.aracterString) ; 
String: :-String () 
dele te characterString; 
String &String: :operator =(const String &aString) 
constructFrom(aString. characterString); 
return ( *this) ; 
String: : operator char * () const 
return (characterStringl; 
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size_t String:: length () com::::: 
return ( strlen (characterString) ) ; 
String &String:: concatena te (const String &aString) 
size_t characterCount = length (); 
char *cornbineCharacters = new char (characterCount + 
aString.length() + 1] i 
strcpy (combineCharacters, characterString); 
strcpy (combineCharacters + 
characterCount,aString characterString); 
delete characterString; 
characterString = combineCharacters; 
return (*this) i 
String &String :: copy (const String &aString) 
constructFrom(aString. characcerString); 
return ( *this) ; 
Boolean String : :isEqualTo(const String &aString) const 
if (compare(aString) 
return (True); 
return (False); 
equa!To) 
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Boolean String: :isLessThan(c:: mst String &aString) const 
if (compare (aString) 
return (True); 
return(False); 
lessThan) 
Boolean String : : isGreaterThan (const String &aString) const 
if (compare (aString) 
return (True); 
return(False) ; 
greaterTh~n) 
char &String : : at (const size_t. index) const 
if (length () <= index) 
return {dununyCharact.er) ; 
return(* (characterString + index)); 
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Program: BAC _ PROD. CPP 
Author: Antonio MP Reis 
Date: April, 20, 1993 
Purpose : Supporting the backlogged products behavior 
*I 
#include "c: \trab\thesis\bac_prod . hft 
Back_product : :Back_product (canse char *aDescription, const 
char *aUnit, const int aCost, const int aStock, const int 
aDemand, const int aOrder_cost, const int aHold_cost, const 
float aLead, const int aSavety, const int aninOrder, const 
int aBack_cost) : Gen_product (aDescription, aUnit, acost, 
aStock, aDemand, aOrder_cost, aHold_cost, aLead, aSavety, 
aninOrder) , pBack_cost (aBack_cost) 
Back_product : : Back_product (const Back_product &aProduct) 
Gen_product { (Gen_product &) aProduct) 
I I Build from existing Product 
pBack cose aProduct. pBack_ cost; 
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3a;:k_product:: -Back_product (void) 
Back__product &Back_product :: operator = (const Back_product 
&aProduct) I I Assign Product 
description (aProduct. description {)) ; 
unit (aProduct. unit ()); 
cost (aProduct. cost ()); 
stock(aProduct.stock()); 
demand{aProduct:.àemand()) ; 
order_cost (aProduct.order_cost ()); 
hold_cost (aProâuct .hold_cost ()); 
lead (aProduct .lead ()); 
safety (aProduct . safety ()) ; 
inOrder (aProduct . inOrder () ) ; 
back_cost (aProàuct .back_cost ()); 
return( * this); 
int Back_product: : back_cost (void ) const 
return (pBack_cost); 
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int Back_product : : back_cost ( int amount.) 
pBack cost = amount ; 
return {pBack_cost); 
ostream &Back_product : :display() const 
return (cout << "\nBACK.LOGGED PRODUCT\n\n\tProduct 
Number,\t" number() 
"\n\tProduct_ Description\t\t " 
description () 
"\n\n\tCosc\c\t\t" « cost() 
"\tDemand per period\t" 
"\n\tOrdering cost\t\t" 
demand() 
order_cost () 
"\tCurrent stock\t\t"<< stock() 
"\n\tHolding cost\t\t" « hold_cost () 
"\tQuantity in Order\t" << inOrder() 
"\n\ tBacklogging cost\t" << back_cost () 
"\tLeading r.ime\t\t" << lead() 
"\n\tEconomic Order Quantity << eoq () 
"\n\tQuantity to backlog\t" << dif () 
"\n\tAnnual invent:ory cost:s\t" << aho() 
"\n" ) ; 
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int Back_product:: sal e (int quantity) 
stock (stock() - quantity); 
arder() ; 
return(stock()) ; 
int Back_product:: eoq () const 
return (sqrt {2 * demand () * order_cost () I hold_cost () 
(pBack_cost + hold_cost ()) p~ack_cost)); 
int Back_product : : arder () 
if (stock() + inOrder() + dif() <= lead () * dernand()) 
cout << "\n\tPlacing and arder of " << eoq() << 
"\n"; 
inOrder ( inOrder {) + eoq () } ; 
return (inOrder ()); 
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int Back_product: : aho {) const 
return (demand() I eoq() * 
order_cost() + hold_cost{) 2 '*" ( dif()) .... 2 
dernand () + pBack_cost I 2 * maxStk () '2 demand ())); 
int Back_product: : dif (void) const 
return (eoq () - maxStk()) ; 
int Back_product: :maxStk(void) const 
return (sqrt(2 * demand() * order_cost() I hold_cost() 
(pBack_cost + hold_cost ()) * pBack_cost)); 
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I* 
Prograrn: GEN_PROD.H 
Author: Antonio M.P. Reis (String class based in Dr 
Leclaire string class) 
Purpose: Header file for products 
*I 
#ifndef _GHN_PROD_H 
I* 
To avoid multiple inclusion 
*I 
::ldefine _GBN_PROD_H 
~include <iostream.h> 11 Required for use of cout 
extern "C 11 
#include <string .h> I I Required for string manipulation 
functions #include <stdlib.h> I I abs 
#include <math .h> I I sqrt 
I* 
Boolean enumeration 
*I 
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e num Boolean 
False, 
True 
}; 
enum Relational 
}; 
I* 
*I 
equalTo o, 
lessThan -1, 
greaterThan 
Class : String 
Purpose: This class provides the user with general 
purpose string handling capabilities. 
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class String 
friend ostream &operator << (ostream &, const String &} ; 
protected: 
char *characterString; I I Character string 
size_t constructFrom(const char '*); 
Relational compare {const String &) const; 
String (void) ; I I Build empty string 
String (const char *); 
String (const String .... &); I I Build from existing 
-String {void); I I Release dynamic memory 
String &operator = (const String &) ; 
operator char * (void) const; 
size_t length (void) const; 
String &concatena te (const String &) , 
&copy (const String &) ; I I Copy 
Boolean isEqualTo(const String &) const, I I Equal? 
isLessThan (const String &) const, I I Less? 
isGreaterThan(const String &) const; 
char &at (const size_t) const; I I Allow changes and queries 
}; 
ostream &operator << {ostream &, const String &) ; 
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I 1 ----------------- A Gene ri c Product class 
class Gen_product 
&) ; 
friend ostream &operator << (ostream &, const Gen_product 
priva te: 
static Gen_product *firstProd ; 
static Gen_product *lastProd ; 
String *pDescri ption; 
String *pUnit ; 
int 
int 
int 
pNumber , pCost, pStock , pDemand; 
pOrder_cost, pHold_cost, pSafety; 
pinOrder; 
float 
Gen_product 
Gen_product 
public : 
Gen_product (const 
const int 
pLead; 
*nextProd ; 
*prevProd ; 
char * ~ "" 
o' const int 
const char * ~ 
o, const i nt . 
const int o, const int o, const float 
const int o, const int 0); 
Gen_product {const Gen_product &) ; 
-Gen_proàuct (void); 
Gen_product &operator = (const Gen_product &) ; 
String &àescripcion (voidl const, 
&unit (void) const; 
int cost (void) const; 
"" 
o, 
~o, 
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int stock (void) cons t ; 
int demand(void) const; 
int order_cost (v oidl const ; 
int hold_cost (void) const ; 
int safety (void) const; 
int inOrder (void) const; 
int number (void) const; 
float lead(void) const ; 
String &description(const char * ), 
&unit(const char * ) ; 
int cost (int arnoun t ), 
stock(int quantity), 
demand(int quantity), 
order_cost (int amount), 
hold_cost (int arnount), 
safety (int quantity), 
inOrder (int quantity) ; 
float lead ( float days) ; 
v irtual int sal e (i nt quantity); 
virtual int supply (int quantity); 
virtual ostrearn &display ( l const; 
static int list:Products (void) const; 
virtual int eoq(void) const; 
virtual int order(void) ; 
virtual int aho (void) const;}; 
o s t rearn &operator << (ostream &, const Ge n_product &) ; 
~ e ndif 
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I* 
Program: BAC_PROD.H 
Author : Antonio M.P. Reis 
Purpose: Header file for backlogged products 
*I 
#ifndef _ BAC_PROD_H 
I* 
To avoid multiple inclusion 
*I 
#define _BAC_PROD_H 
include <iostrearn.h> 
include "c:\trab\thesis\gen_prod . hft 
i I ----------------- A Back.logged Product class 
class Back_product public Gen_product 
priva te: 
int 
public: 
pBack_cost; 
Back_product (const char * const chc.r * 
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}; 
#endif 
const int O, const int O, const int = O, 
const int O, const int O, const float =0, 
const int O, const int O, const int = O) ; 
Back_product (const Back_product &) ; 
-Back_product (voidl; 
Back_product &operator = (const Back_product &) ; 
int back_cost (void) const ; 
int back_cost (int arnount) ; 
virtual ostr earn &display () const; 
virtual int sale (int quantity) ; 
virtual int eoq (voià) const; 
virtual int arder (void) ; 
virtual int aho (voidl const; 
virtual int dif (void) const; 
virtual int maxStk (void) const ; 
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